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Abstract: A day-to-day use of cryptography in our life is increasing tremendously; this is because of necessity of our multimedia
documents to be protected from unauthorized person. As the days are passing the old algorithms are not remained so strong as
cryptanalyst are familiar with them. Today the computers are faster and in feature its speed will increase more and more. Brute force
attacks are made to break the encryption and they are growing so faster. These attacks are the main drawbacks of older algorithm. But
with feature this algorithms will be replaced by new techniques that will provide better protection. In this paper we are going to proposed
new encryption technique which is more faster, better immune to attacks, more complex, easy to encrypt and many more advanced
security feature included. This Document displays the comparison between PSR algorithm and RSA Algorithm which are used in the
encryption of plaintext into cipher text that are generally used in cryptography.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays the use of internet in society for various purposes
including information distribution is familiar worldwide.
Data transmitted over the Internet passes through many
servers and/or routers and there are many opportunities for
third parties to intercept that transmission. Preventing
interception is impossible; instead, the data must be made
unreadable (encrypted) during transmission, with a way for
the intended recipient to be able to transform the received
transmission back to its readable form (decryption process).
When a message is encrypted, that means that it is
transformed into a form when the data is passed through
some substitute technique, shifting technique, table
references or mathematical operations. All those processes
generate a different form of that data and that is not readable.
When a message is decrypted, it is returned to its original
readable form. Encryption can provide strong security for
data to give sensitive data the highest level of security. The
goal of encryption is to make data unintelligible to
unauthorized readers and extremely difficult to decipher
when attacked. The security of encrypted data depends on
several factors like what algorithm is used, what is the key
size and how was the algorithm implemented in the product.

2. RSA
Rivest, Shamir and Adelman algorithm for cryptography
system. This is an encryption algorithm totally based on
mathematics. A lot of mathematical computation it includes
in its encryption and decryption. There are two kinds of
encryption RSA algorithm exist. One is called Symmetric
RSA and other is Asymmetric RSA algorithm. Symmetric
RSA uses a single key that must be kept secret. Its speed is
faster. Asymmetric RSA uses double key of which one key
is public key and other is private key. Its speed is quite
slower.

RSA founds a complete mathematical base its
implementation is full of calculation and uses two large
prime numbers. It includes taking power of terms, modulo
division and final representation. Its basic is the large prime
numbers and mathematical calculation based on term like
(taking power and modulo of power). This provides essential
security and in start it was assumed unbreakable But this
mathematical base is prime problem as it quite time
consuming and took lot of time for long documents. This
time is quite important in multimedia system also essential
on distributed client server technology. Another problem
with RSA is that its choice for primary keys which must be
prime to each other. With the development in technology
RSA is nowadays breakable by using attacks like Brute
force. So its protection is nowadays limited

3. New Proposed Algorithm and its Procedure
3.1 New proposed algorithm (PSR)
In this section we are going to introduce our algorithm and
its working. Algorithm follows three fundamental encryption
skim. This includes a phase of Substitution, Position and
Random encryption. It generates only single key and takes a
key level from the users which is used in Substitution and
Position method. Since it undergoes three phases the overall
complexity increases and algorithm becomes quite immune
to attack.
The generated key is based on length of text as well as a
private key is generated which must be kept secret. So it
provided double secrete level protection. Even the
complexity is very high time taken by algorithm to encrypt is
less and procedure to encrypt the text is simple Thus
algorithm is become so multipurpose usable. We will explain
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the algorithm by the way that it follows sequence for
encryption
3.1.1 Position Method
In This technique a word may be an alphabet, number or
special character is shift on the basis of the key provided by
the end user.
Figure 3: Example 3

Procedure can be step wised explained as follows:
Step1: Enter the Source file and key level
Step2: Check whether key is valid or not (i.e:0<key<11)
Step3: Access a valid encryption string of alphabets from
database.
Step4: Encrypt Source file on basis of accessed string.
Step5: Generate a key for user on the basis of length of file.
3.1.2 Substitute Method

3.1.3 Random Patterns
In this procedure we are going to jumble the text by passing
thought Zigzag manner. Thus 3rd degree protection is added
to the final algorithm. Because of such encryption final
encryption pattern is different from normal pattern. So the
overall attack is minimized with this technique.
Procedure can be step wised explained as follows:

A Substitution technique is based on replacing the character
by shift provided by the user. By this feature a lot of
complexity getting added and it is quite difficult for
cryptanalyst to break the code.
Procedure can be step wised explained as follows:
Step1: Take the positional encrypted and user provided key
level
Step2: Divide the file into block of length 64 byte.
Step3: substitute character on basis of shift provided by the
user.
Step4: Store it in array of length 64 byte.
Step5: Use them for remaining procedure of Random
pattern.

Step1: Take the 64 bytes array
Step2: Apply the Zigzag coding to this array.
Step3: Combine the entire 64 bytes array to form a single file
of encrypted text.
Step4: Generate the private encryption key for future use for
decoding
3.2 Flow Chart

Figure 1: Example 1

Figure 2: Example 2

Figure 4: Flow Chart
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3.3 Comparison of Algorithms on Basis of Obtained
Result

Table 1: Comparison between RSA and PSR

Time requirements
RSA: Encryption and decryption time is more. It took about
1078 ms for encryption and 875 ms for decrypting the same
file (say ALPHA).
PSR: Encryption and decryption time is less. It took about
125 ms for encryption and 62 ms for decrypting the same file
(say ALPHA).
Confidentiality
RSA: Encryption requires public key and decryption requires
private key so two key are requires .To decode it user must
need private key so authorized person having private key can
only decode the text.
PSR: Encryption requires the key level and decryption
requires private key .To decode it user must need private key
so authorized person having private key can only decode the
text.

Table 2: Time required for message Encryption

Integrity and usability
RSA: Encryption and decryption is accurate if they are run
with valid public and private key. After encryption plaintext
is modified to cipher text which is unreadable this can only
be obtained after correct decryption. It is well for long text
level encryption.
PSR: Encryption and decryption is accurate if they are run
with key level and private key. After encryption plaintext is
modified to cipher text which is unreadable this can only be
obtained after correct decryption. It is well for long text level
encryption as well as short text level encryption.

Table 3: Time required for message Decryption

Key length
RSA: A Key generated after the encryption is basically
depends on the length of the plaintext. By experimentally the
generated key is 86400 after encrypting the file ALPHA.
PSR: A Key generated after the encryption is basically
depends on the length of the plaintext. By experimentally the
generated key is 78195 after encrypting the file ALPHA.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced new algorithm which is
compared with RSA for its standardization for various
characteristics and display following result in the conclusion.
To provide better protection on multimedia system to the
multimedia objects we need technique which is better in
means of time, immune to attack, applicable to any kind of
documents, easy to handle and understand. Today the
copyright protection is most essence in digital world but as
with time progress older things like RSA are getting weak
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because of faster technology. Also with this advancement
new things are getting developed which are more powerful
than older so we need to move our footsteps towards it to
take its full advantage.
Our proposed algorithm is not only faster than RSA but also
provides more complexity and also well suitable for larger
message size as shown in result. This one is more immune to
attack because of its complexity. For small text of encryption
also it is most suitable because of its complexity also for
long text of encryption it is best as it took lesser time than
RSA.
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